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This paper discusses the design and characteristics of ruby traveling-

wave masers operating at 4 gc. These masers, characterized by an average

gain of ,-._85 db over a bandwidth of 25 mc, are equipped with waveguide

input transmission lines, rather than the previously employed coaxial cables.

This change results in an over-all noise temperature of 3.5°K for these de-

vices, rather than the IO°K exhibited by earlier masers. The maser noise

temperature now closely approximates sky temperatures, which set the

ultimate limit on earthbound receiver sensitivity. The improvements to be

,_ad by further reduction in amplifier noise are therefore almost negligible.

A less well known maser property, i.e., its freedom from distortion, even

when driven well into gain saturation, is discussed. _ 0 7- H-_

5. INTRODUCTION

In an active satellite communication system, the ultimate in ground

station receiver performance is highly desirable, if not absolutely neces-

sary. This follows directly from the limitations imposed by present

rocketry on the payload, and thereby on the transmitter power, which

can be placed in orbit. A major improvement in over-all system signal-

to-noise ratio can be achieved much more easily and economically on the

ground than in the satellite. Recognition of this fact led to the adoption

of a giant horn-reflector antenna, and the selection of a ruby traveling-

wave maser as a preamplifier in order to fully exploit this antenna's

remarkable low-noise performance. The design considerations and per-

formance of this maser are the subjects of this paper.

II. DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE

At the outset of the maser development program the following ob-

jectives and constraints were established:

(a) a minimum stable gain of 25 db
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(b) aninstantaneousbandwidthof 25mccenteredat 4170mc
(c) lowestpossiblenoisetemperature
(d) aninputimpedancematchbetterthanorequalto 1.5:1VSWR,

and
(e)bathtemperatureof4.2°K.
A minimumgainof 25dbisneededto rendernegligiblethenoisecon-

tributionofsubsequentreceiverstages.In theearlyreceiverconcept,the
maserwasto befollowedbyalow-noisetraveling-wavetube.A typical
valuefor thenoisetemperatureof sucha tubeis600°K.A maserwith
25dbofgainwouldreducetheTWT noisecontributionto theover-all
systemnoisetemperatureto 1.9°K,a valuewhichis smallwhencom-
paredto theinitiallyprojectedtotal receivernoisetemperatureof ap-
proximately50°K.Additionalgainwouldreducethis evenfurther,a
pointwhichwill bepursuedina laterparagraph.

The 25-mcinstantaneousbandwidthrequirementfollowsdirectly
fromconsiderationoftheinformationtransmissionrateandwideindex
FM modeof transmission.

Thedemandfor thelowestpossiblemasernoisetemperatureis self-
evident.

A goodinputimpedancematchisnecessaryinordertominimizedelay
distortion:i.e.,thegenerationof weakreflectedsignalsdelayedin time
with respectto theoriginal.Thiscouldcause"ghosts"in TV transmis-
sion.In theTelstarsystemsuchdistortioncouldarisethroughthefol-
lowingmechanism.A mismatchin theantenna-masercomplexwouldre-
flectpartof theincidentsignal,whichwouldthenbere-radiated.The
radome,notbeingperfectlytransparent,wouldin turnreflectaportion
ofthisenergybacktothereceiver.Considerationofthepathlengthsand
reflectioncoefficientsin theentiresystem,togetherwith thetolerable
limitsondelaydistortion,ledtothestipulationofmaserinputmatching
to aVSWRbetterthan1.5:1.

Operationat 4.2°K,ratherthanat somelowertemperaturewhere
thegainandbandwidthrequirementscouldbemoreeasilysatisfied,was
dictatedby thefactthat thismaserwasintendedto operatecontinu-
ouslyoverperiodsof severalmonths.At 4.2°K,liquidheliumis inequi-
libriumwith its vaporat atmosphericpressure.If lowertemperatures
wererequired,thedewarwouldhaveto bemaintainedunderapartial
vacuum.Thiswouldmeanperiodicinterruptionsof service,sincethe
dewarisopenedto theatmosphereduringeachliquidheliumtransfer.
Approximatelytwo hoursareneededto re-evacuatethe dewar,thus
loweringthetemperatureandrestoringgain.Forthisreason,operation
at4.2°Kwasselected,andtheattainmentoftherequiredgain-bandwidth
productsoughtbymeansotherthanreducedtemperature.



Fig. 14 - Complete maser package. 
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reverse noise enters in (10). An observable quantity is the ratio of (9)

to (10), i.e.

(Tout)l _ TL + T, + TMF (11)
(Tout)2 2TI W T8 + TMF _- TMR"

The noise temperature of the maser, referred to the input terminals, is

equal to T_ W TMF • T_ is just equal to room temperature, approximately

300°K. TMF and TMR can be calculated from the theory of the traveling-

wave maser and are typically 1.5°K and 6.5°K, respectively.

The one remaining parameter to be evaluated in (11) is Ts. This can
be determined by any one of a number of standard techniques, _nd is

typically found to be of the order of I°K. Therefore, TI can be calculated
from the ratio and the maser noise temperature determined.

If the situation were as ideal as has been presented, the measurement

of maser noise temperature would be well in hand. However, in practice

the ratio of the maser noise outputs is found to vary as the position of

the short circuit is changed. This is due to noise coherence effects which

occur because of a limited bandwidth detection system and to small

mismatches in the system. A detailed analysis of these effects by W. J.

Tabor, which will be published separately, shows that the correct value

for the noise temperature can be calculated, if one substitutes the aver-

age value of the ratio of observed noise powers into (11). This technique,
which employs standard microwave components, i.e., a matched ter-

mination and a movable short in contrast to refrigerated loads, is capa-

ble of good accuracy. The range of uncertainty in the measurement of
these masers was =i=0.5°K.

The maser output is coaxial, since the noise contribution due to loss

following the maser gain is negligible. The pump line is thin-walled

WR28 waveguide. Fig. 13 is a photograph of the maser "head" which
illustrates the various connections.

Fig. 14 shows the entire assembly except for the nficrowave pump
source. The dc magnetic field is supplied by a 450-pound Alnico magnet,

which allows the tuning of the maser over the entire structure passband

by means of movable iron shunts. The dewar is of the standard type for

liquid helium except for one innovation. A 77 ° heat station, in the form

of a copper ring thermally tied to the liquid nitrogen jacket, was in-

corporated l0 inches I)elow the room temperature flange (top). Its pur-

pose is twofold : to reduce the thermal gradient to the liquid helium along

the maser head, and to reduce the waveguide temperature in as short a

length as possible in order to minimize thermal noise generation. With

one filling of liquid helium (10 liters) the maser could be kept in opera-
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Fig. 13 -Maser head. 

and when a short circuit is connected to the input, the output noise 
temperature is : 

(Twt)2 = G(27'1 + Ts + T M F  + T M R )  (10) 

where 
G 
TI 
T M p  = noise temperature of the maser in the forward direction 
TM, = temperature of the noise power emitted by the maser in the 

TL 
Ts 

= power gain of the maser 
= noise temperature due to losses in the input 

reverse direction 
= temperature of the matched load, and 
= noise temperature due to losses in the movable short. 

The origin of (9) is clear, the noise contributed by the load and input 
losses being directly additive with forward-traveling maser noise. When 
the short is in position, the noise power generated by the input lead 
traveling away from the maser, as well as the noise power emitted in the 
reverse direction by the maser itself, are reflected, rather than absorbed, 
and therefore also contribute to the noise observed in the maser output. 
For this reason, the input noise appears doubly weighted, and the maser 
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Bodou, France, and will be provided for the German installation. The

performance obtained was satisfactory in every respect.

V. MASER TERMINALS AND AUXILIARY STRUCTURE

In all previous masers, the largest contributor to the noise tempera-
ture has been the loss in the input transmission line. These, in the past,

have been constructed of thin wall, stainless-steel coaxial cables in order

to minimize heat conduction from their room temperature access to

4.2°K. A thin copper plating was employed to minimize electrical losses.

(A delicate balance between electrical and thermal conductivity is re-

quired.) Masers using coaxial cables have had typical over-all noise

temperatures of 10°K, of which only 2°K was inherent in the masers
themselves. Waveguide, which intrinsically has lower loss than coaxial

cable, was used for the input lead of the Telstar masers in an effort to
obtain the lowest possible noise temperature. This waveguide was con-

structed of 0.020-inch thick seamless stainless steel and internally plated

with 0.0002 inch of copper. The room temperature loss of such guide is

approximately 0.1 db in the lengths required. The waveguides used in
the final assemblies were selected for low-noise performance from many

which had been initially prepared. This was accomplished by connecting

the various waveguides, shorted at the far end, to an operating maser

and noting the maser noise output. 6
The waveguide extends from room temperature to well below the nor-

mal liquid helium level in the dewar. A transition to 0.140-inch diameter

solid coaxial cable is employed (Fig. 13) and the center conductor of this
cable is extended into the maser proper where it forms the final match to

the comb structure (Fig. 3). Coaxial cable is permissible below the helium

level, since the noise contributed by a given loss at 4.2°K is a factor of 70
less than would arise if the same loss were present at room temperature.

The success of the arrangement can be judged by the measured noise

temperature of these masers, approximately 3.5°K.
A new technique was employed to measure the noise temperature of

these masers. The ratio of the noise power output of the maser with a

matched load connected to its input to the noise power output with a

short circuit at the input was determined. Since noise power is directly

proportional to noise temperature, these quantities can be interchanged,

provided one is consistent.
When a matched load is connected to the input, of a maser whose input

loss is small, the noise temperature observed at the output will be:

(To_t), = G(TL 4- Tr + TMF) (9)
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intrinsicprobabilityof thetransitionoccurring,whichto
first-orderapproximation,(i.e.,lowRFfields),isaconstant.

(N2- NI) is the difference in the spin population of the two levels

under consideration,
and

Hr_ 2 is a measure of the power level of the stimulating radiation.

The population difference (N2 - N1) is a function of the signal power

level at which a maser is operated, decreasing monotonically as the level

is raised. At any fixed average power level it is a constant, since a time

constant which is very long compared to the period of the carrier fre-

quency is associated with it. The value of this time constant is different

for each of two cases: a sudden increase in signal level or a sudden de-

crease in level. A calculation based on the reduction of the energy stored

in the inverted spin system shows that for a typical ruby maser the

time required for the gain to reach a new equilibrium after the input sig-

nal has been raised from zero to - 70 dbm is approximately 1 second. The

time characteristic of gain recovery, when the signal level is reduced, is

approximately 0.1 second, as governed by the spin lattice relaxation
times. Gain changes are therefore very slow at signal levels consistent

with the use of a maser as a low-noise preamplifier. The distortion arising

from these gain changes is therefore no more serious than that introduced

by an AGC system.
Higher-order solutions for the matrix element I t_ 12do exhibit a de-

pendence upon Hrf _, and therefore a source of distortion exists. A the-

oretical analysis and experiments 5 both show that, at signal levels nor-

mally found in a low-noise maser preamplifier, the power in distortion

products lying within the significant frequency range is well below the

noise generated by the maser itself. For example, if two signals at fre-

quencies fi and f2 simultaneously emerge from a maser at a level of --30

dbm, the third-order intermodulation products, 2fl - f2 and 2f2 - fl,

will be found at a level of -185 dbm) which is approximately 95 db

below the output noise of a 4°K, 25-mc maser.

For the reasons presented, the maser is, from the system engineering

point of view, a completely distortion-free amplifier.

The use of this combination of an unstaggered maser and IF equalizer
provided an effective net gain of 34.5 db at the band edges. This gain was

sufficient to allow feeding a mixer directly from the maser output with-

out degradation of the receiver noise temperature. The mixer had a noise

temperature of approximately 4300°K which, reflected back to the maser

input through 34.5 db of gain, appears as 1.5°K.

Equalized receivers were employed at Andover, Maine, and Pleumeur-
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saturation curves. The behavior of a maser is, however, very different.

This can be seen by considering the basic amplification process, stimu-
lated emission.

The probability that photons will be added to the exciting RF field in

a maser is given by the expression

W12 = K[_ ]2(N2 -- N_)H_7 (8)

where

K is a collection of physical constants,

] tL 12 is the matrix element of the transition, a measure of the
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reactivein naturein ordernot to seriouslydegradethe systemnoise
temperature.Thecenterbandsignalwouldhaveto beattenuatedbyap-
proximately7.5dbandthis,if doneresistively,wouldresultin a noise

temperature approaching 1500°K, which is clearly intolerable. A react-

ance in the input is, however, not acceptable in that it is incompatible

with the requirement of a good input VSWl_. For this reason, the equal-
izer was located after the maser in the receiver chain and took the form

of a simple lumped RLC circuit at IF.

In going to IF equalization, one possible problem arises: maser gain
saturation. The maser shows gain saturation; i.e., a monotonic decrease

in gain when the signal level at its output exceeds -40 dbm. Since the

center band gain of the unstaggered maser is 43 db, gain saturation will
set in well below the level of the strongest signals to be encountered. This

was investigated over the range of signal levels expected in the Telstar

experiments (-90 to -70 dbm input). The results are presented in Fig.

12. When the input was increased from -90 to -70 dbm the gain of
the maser decreased by 5 db, resulting in a signal level increase at the

mixer of 15 db. This gain reduction will raise the system noise tempera-

ture somewhat, but since the gain reduction is present only when the

signal level is high, the slight increase in system noise temperature is of

no consequence. In this sense, the maser gain saturation does nothing

more than to provide weak limiting action.

A second-order effect noted was a change in the shape of the gain-

frequency characteristic arising from the fact that signals at the center
frequency drive the amplifier further into saturation than do signals at

the band edges. The maximum change was a 3-db reduction in center

frequency gain compared to the band edge gain, as illustrated in Fig. 12.
These measurements were made on a CW single-frequency basis, and

could easily overemphasize, by an order of magnitude, the effect which

would be found in an FM system. This effect would cause difficulty in

designing a proper equalizer since exact compensation could be accom-

plished at only one signal level. However, it was decided that if the

equalizer were so adjusted as to provide a low signal gain characteristic

with a 1.5-db peak at center frequency relative to the band edge, then

at high level, the response would at worst show a 1.5-db dip. This be-
havior would meet the normal 3-db bandwidth specification, and there-

fore this change in response with signal level was considered acceptable.
An additional factor to be considered when a maser is operated in the

gain saturation regime is distortion. In conventional amplifiers, such as

the electron tube, gain saturation and distortion are closely related, and
formulae exist for the calculation of the distortion products from gain
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4.3Broad-Banding by Equalization of Amplifier following Maser

In this approach, the maser is not modified, but rather the response of

subsequent receiver stages is so equalized that the resultant over-all re-

sponse has the required 25-mc bandwidth.

The gain-bandwidth relationship for equalization is simply generated

by taking the electronic (not net) gain versus frequency characteristic of

the maser, and finding the gain available at the appropriate deviation

from center frequency as shown in Fig. 11. The shaded area then repre-

sents the excess gain to be absorbed by an equalizer. From Fig. 8, it is
clear that the use of this technique would provide 2.5 db additional gain

for a bandwidth of 25 mc beyond that ideally available by magnetic

field shaping. Indeed, equalization is the more efficient method of in-

creasing bandwidth up to approximately 40 mc. Magnetic field shaping

should be employed for larger bandwidths. (The exact crossover is de-

pendent upon both the detailed ruby line shape and the initial electronic

gain.)
The theoretically ideal point for the insertion of an equalizer would be

between the antenna and the maser input, for then the maser output

would be flat over the band. Such an equalizer would have to be purely
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In practice it is not possible to achieve an abrupt step in magnetic
field; there will be a finite transition region. In order to minimize this,

the step in field was produced by inserting magnetic shims as close to the

maser as possible, rather than by shaping the magnet pole pieces outside
the dewar. The configuration of tile shims used is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Using magnetic shims, the bandwidth was increased to 26 mc and the

electronic gain reduced to 34 db, corresponding to a net gain of 28 db.

Reference to Fig. 8 reveals that this loss in gain is 6 db greater than pre-

dicted by theory. There are two possible causes for this: first, a single-

frequency pump was used; and second, the lateral homogeneity of the

field may have been degraded by the shims, the width of which was

severely limited by the dewar dimensions.

Fig. 9 is a plot of the electronic and net gain versus frequency over the

tunable range of this maser. The electronic gain is nearly proportional to

the slowing of the structure (Fig. 5); the small deviation (within 10 per

cent) probably reflects slight changes with frequency of the filling factor.

Fig. 10 is an oseillogram of instantaneous gain versus frequency. This
maser was successfully emph)yed at Holmdel, New Jersey, during the

Telstar experiments.
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cuit stabilitymarginshouldbegreaterthan30db. In practicethis is
verydesirablesinceit insuresa smoothvariationof thegain-frequency
characteristicevenin thepresenceof structuralimperfections.

IV. MASER CHARACTERISTICS

4.1 General

In a uniform magnetic field the masers had net gains equal to or in

excess of 42 db (corresponding to electronic gains >= 47 db) and in-

stantaneous 3-db bandwidths of approximately 16 mc centered at 4170

mc. These measured gains and bandwidths are in close agreement with

those predicted by (5) and the bandwidth relationship. Since this was

more gain and less bandwidth than required, it was necessary to correct
this situation. Two distinct approaches were taken. The first of these

was to exchange, within the maser, the excess center frequency gain for

increased bandwidth by shaping the magnetic field along the length of

the ruby, thereby broadening its effective linewidth. The second ap-

proach toward increasing the bandwidth was to consider the entire

receiver as a whole, and to introduce equalization in the postamplifier.
This latter course, which at first glance appears inefficient, actually leads

to a larger effective gain-bandwidth product than broadening the ruby
linewidth. This is illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows the ideal trade of

center-frequency gain for effective bandwidth obtainable through the
application of each technique. Both approaches were carried through

experimentally, and will now be presented separately in the two follow-

ing sections.

4.2 Broad-Banding by Magnetic Field Shaping

Since the resonant frequency of ruby is dependent upon the intensity

of the dc magnetic field in which the crystal is immersed, its effective

linewidth can be increased by making the field inhomogeneous over its

volume. This was considered by Ostermayer 4 for several different varia-

tions of field along the maser length, and his results show that for a 25-

mc bandwidth, the optimum exchange of gain for bandwidth is achieved

if the magnetic field is made uniform for one-half the ruby length, and

also uniform but of a different intensity over the remainder. A maser

immersed in such a field is equivalent to two half-length masers in series

tuned to different frequencies. It follows that for most effective inversion,

two pump frequencies are required.
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2(Gr - Ac) -- A,F -- A,R < 0 (7)

where all quantities are expressed in db and

Gp = forward electronic gain (equal to reverse gain)

Ac = forward copper attenuation
A,p = forward isolator attenuation

A_ = reverse isolator attenuation.

The isolator employed is a linear array of 0.040-inch square polycrystal-

line yttrium iron garnet (YIG) wafers 0.004 inch thick, bonded, 0.080

inch on centers (see Fig. 3), to an alumina substrate. The aspect ratio of
these wafers is so chosen that they are resonant at the signal frequency in

the dc magnetic field required by the ruby. This array is placed on one

side at the base of the comb and positioned to occupy that region of RF

field most nearly circularly polarized (this optimizes the ratio of reverse

to forward insertion loss). Typical performance of this iterated isolator

is: reverse attenuation > 120 db; forward insertion loss approximately

4 db, at center band. The isolator forward loss rapidly rises on either

side, since the slowing increases, thereby strengthening the interaction;

and further, the circularity of the RF field polarization deteriorates. This

behavior, as well as that of the copper losses, is illustrated in Fig. 7.

With a slowing factor of 130, these masers should exhibit electronic

gains of the order of 50 db and copper losses of approximately 2-4 db.

Substitution of these numbers into (7) shows that the maser short-cir-
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phaseshift,asonetraversesthepassbandfromlowerto uppercutoff.
Increasedslowingisachievedinagivenstructurebyincreasingtheruby-
to-wallgap,therebyraisingthelowercutofffrequency.If thisprocessis
carriedtoofar, it ispossibleto reducetheeffectiveloadingat thelower
cutoffto a valuelessthanthatpresentat ahigherfrequency.Thisre-
sultsin thedouble-valued_-#response.Maseroperationunderthiscon-
ditionishighlyundesirable.3A "backward,"aswellas"forward"wave
issupported.Thesenseofpolarizationassociatedwith the"backward"
waveisthereverseofthatofthe"forward"wave,andthereforetheiso-
lator (to bediscussed)is renderedinoperative,leadingto regeneration
oroscillation.Therefore,otherrubygeometriesweretriedin anattempt
to accountforthechangingfieldconfigurationasafunctionoffrequency
andtherebyobtainaneffectiveloadingwhichis monotonic.Thecross
sectionillustratedasstructure3in Fig.4wasselectedasbest.Thisgave
thelargestslowing(S = 130),witha single-valued¢o-#characteristic.
TheslowingasafunctionoffrequencyispresentedinFig.6.

Withrubysymmetricallyloadedonbothsidesofthecombasshownin
Fig.4,themaserwillexhibitgainineitherdirection.Therefore,inorder
to preventregenerationoroscillation,whichwouldresultfromreflections
dueeitherto structuredefectsor imperfectinputoroutputmatches,an
isolatormustbeincorporatedwithinthestructure.Theamountofisola-
tionprovidedshouldbesufficientforunconditionalstability,sothatthe
gainofthemaserisnotafunctionof theexternallypresentedterminal
impedances.Thecriterionfor unconditionalstabilityofa maseris that
theroundtrip (inputto output,backto input) lossmustexceedthe
correspondinggain;i.e.
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Fig. 6 -- Slowing vs frequency for the masers at 4.2°K.
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for anunderstandingof thiseffect.At the lowercutofffrequency,the
phaseshiftperunit lengthis zero,whichimpliesthat theelectricfield
linesextendlargelyfromthefingersto thesidewalls,asi]hstratedin
Fig.5. Theeffectiveloadingis thena highlysensitivefunctionof the
gapbetweentherubyandwall.At theuppercutoff,thereisa _rphase
shiftperfingerandthefieldsareconcentratedin aregionverynearthe
fingers.Theloadingis thennearlyindependentoftheruby-to-wallgap.
Thiscanbesummarizedbythestatementthattheruby-to-wallgaphas
a decreasingeffecton theeffectivedielectricloading,andthereforethe

RUBY-TO--WALL
GAP

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 --Field config(tration in the comb structure: (a) zero phase shift condi-
tion at lower cutoff frequency; (b) _- phase shift condition at upper cutoff fre-
quency.
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videdby theruby.Sucha structurecanbecharacterizedby anw-flre-
sponse:i.e.,thephaseshiftintroducedperunit length(/3)asafunction
offrequency(¢o).Theslowingisgivenbyc(dfl/d_).

It is of advantage to use as much ruby as possible in such a structure,

since by heavily loading with dielectric the structure size required for

operation at a given frequency is reduced, thereby minimizing magnet

weight. Further, the filling factor F is maximized.
When the cross section of the ruby loading is rectangular, the upper

and lower cutoff frequencies of the loaded comb can be calculated. A

variety of rectangular loadings was studied (see structures 1 and 2 of

Fig. 4 and their _0-/_ diagrams), but it was found impossible to obtain
sufficient slowing without the onset of "fold-over." "Fold-over" is the

term applied to the occurrence of a double-vMued w-_ diagram (curve
2 of Fig. 4). This phenomenon arises when the effective dielectric load-

ing of the fingers of the comb is not a monotonic function of frequency.

Knowledge of the field configuration within the structure is required
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Fig. 4- Bandpass char'_cteristics for different types of dielectric loading.
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it is possible to evaluate x"F experimentally by building a trial struc-
ture of known slowing and measuring its electronic gain. This was done

and a value of x"F, obtained from the gain equation (1), found to be

-0.0076, i.e., 70 per cent of the theoretically derived value. This agree-
ment, in view of the approximate knowledge of the RF fields in the comb

structure, is surprisingly good. Equation (5) for a practical design should

therefore read

G_ _ 0.35 S (experimental). (6)

The ruby used in these masers was purchased from the Linde Company
in the form of standard 60 ° boules; i.e., the angle between the C axis

and the rod axis was approximately 60 °. The boules were selected for a

chromium concentration of _0.035 atomic per cent by comparing the

paramagnetic absorption of small samples cut from each boule with

standard samples.

3.3 Structure

It is evident from (6) that a high slowing is required in order to pro-

vide adequate gain. A comb type structure, consisting of sixty-two 0.040-

inch square fingers spaced 0.080 inch on centers, loaded on both sides

with ruby, was employed (see Fig. 3). The transmission characteristics

of such a comb not only are determined by the geometry of the metallic

structure, but are strongly dependent upon the dielectric loading pro-

COMB. 

', , O'LATOR ,,.¢. ,
t \\ iINPUT

CABLE \ YTTRIUM IRON
GARNET WAFER

Fig. 3 _ Cutaway view of structure.
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Fig. 2 -- Orientation and coordinates for the ruby and comb structure.

tegral in the numerator means that the integral should be taken only

over the volume occupied by the maser material, and the subscript s

implies that the integral in the denominator should be taken over the
entire volume of the structure. The term I H_ ]2 does not appear, since

the fingers of the comb are resonating in a TEM mode and the Z direc-
tion is taken parallel to the fingers.

It is not possible to calculate the term x"F with accuracy, since the

configuration of the fields in the comb structure is only approximately
known. An estimate can be made at the low-frequency edge of the travel-

ing-wave structure passband where the RF magnetic field is approxi-

mately linearly polarized and paraUel to the comb axis. At this frequency,
H_ = H cos 60 ° and H_ = H sin 60 ° and, therefore, x'tF = -0.011. This

value for ×"F, together with the 5-inch maser length, allows the evalua-
tion of slowing required to achieve a given gain at 4 gc. Equation (1),

with the insertion of the parameters

L --- 5 inches, f = 4 gc, x"F = --0.011,

reduces to

Gdb _ 0.50 S (from theory). (5)

This calculated result led to the conclusion that it would not be difficult

to design a maser with 40 db of net gain, since previous experience in-

dicated that structures with slowings of 100 and losses of the order 10
db could be constructed.
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and

_=" = --0.028,

Xy_ = --0.0054,

X=u" = i 0.012,

where the Z direction is taken parallel to the de nmgnetic field and the

X axis parallel to the C axis of the ruby.

Since the paramagnetic susceptibility is a tensor, the interaction of a

microwave signal with the ruby is highly dependent upon the spatial
coincidence of the crystal and RF fields of the proper polarization.

This leads to the inclusion of the filling factor F in the gain equation.

The term x"F when expanded is

f,[x="lH 12+x."tH 7 "'H *-- x_u ( _Hu -- H=*Hu)] dv
"Fx = (4)

where

f[] H= 12-k- I Hu [2]dv

Hx = h/ + ihJ

H_ = h_' + ihy"

and where h=,_' is the amplitude of the RF magnetic field along the x,y

axis of the ruby (see Fig. 2) and ih_,_" is the amplitude of the RF mag-

netic field that is 90 ° out of phase with h_,_'. The subscript m on the in-
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Fig. 1 -- Inverted susceptibility vs concentration for ruby at 5.6 gc and 4.2°K.
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banding techniques, to be discussed in later paragraphs, was evident in

the earliest stages of design.

3.2 Ruby

Amplification in a maser is the result of the interaction of a microwave

signal with a paramagnetic crystal in which a negative susceptibility,

x", has been established through the inversion of the spin populations of
two energy levels. In ruby at 4 gc, x" is maximized when the C axis of

the crystal is aligned perpendicular to the applied dc magnetic field

(0 = 90°). The signal transition occurs between the lowest two energy
levels (-3, --½), and pump power is applied between the outermost

levels (--3, +_)._

The susceptibility of a ruby crystal in thermal equilibrium can be cal-

culated as outlined in the Appendix. However, what is needed in order to

evaluate the gain obtainable with a particular maser design is the "in-

verted" susceptibility: i.e., the susceptibility when the population dis-

tribution of spins between two energy levels has been inverted through

the application of microwave pump power. No reliable method exists for

calculating this susceptibility. An experiment, together with the calcu-

lated equilibrium susceptibility, will provide the required information.
One can measure tile ratio of the microwave gain obtained from a ruby

crystal when pump power is applied to the microwave absorption when
the crystal is in thermal equilibrium. This ratio is just that of the mag-

nitudes of the inverted to equilibrium susceptibilities. Therefore, one ob-

tains the inverted susceptibility by simply multiplying the calculated

equilibrium value by this empirically determined number.

The magnitude of the inverted x" is strongly dependent upon the con-
centration of chromium in the ruby. At low concentrations, where there

is essentially no interaction between neighboring Cr +++ ions, the in-

verted susceptibility is directly proportional to the concentration. As the

concentration is increased, the Cr +++ ions interact more strongly with

one another because of their greater proximity, and this interaction

(cross-relaxation) renders pumping less efficient, reducing the inversion
ratio and, thereby, the available gain. Typical behavior of the inverted

susceptibility as a function of chromium concentration (measured at

5.6 gc and 4.2°K) is presented in Fig. 1. The concentration at which

x" is a maximum occurs in the range 0.03-0.04 atomic per cent. Operat-

ing at a temperature of 4.2°K, the optimum inversion ratio obtainable

at 4 gc has been found to be approximately 5.0. The corresponding cal-

culated values for the inverted susceptibilities are
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III. MASER DESIGN

3.1 General Considerations

The points of departure in maser design are the gain equation _

G = 27.3 (-x")(FfL/vo) (1)

where

G = electronic gain in db

x" -- imaginary part of tile ruby p'_ramagnetic susceptibility
F = filling factor

f = frequency

L = maser physical length

vg = group velocity of signal

and the gain-bandwidth relationship for the traveling-wave maser

= _ Bm (2)B

where B is the 3-db bandwidth of the amplifier and Bm is the material

linewidth (assuming a Lorentzian shape_.

]f slowing, S, is defined as S = (c/v_), where c is the free-space velocity
of light, (1) can be rewritten in a form more easily interpreted for prac-

tical design

1
G = 27.3(-x'_F) _ SL, (3)

where _,0 = free-space signal wavelength. In this form, it is evident that

increased gain can be achieved equally well by increasing either the

slowing or the physical length of the maser. Since the maser requires a

highly homogeneous transverse magnetic field, a very large magnet cross

section is required. Therefore, a heavy penalty in weight is paid for gain

achieved through increased maser length. This consideration led to the

choice of a 5-inch maser length. The gain requirement has to be satisfied

by maximizing the parameters x", F, and S. x" is a property of the active

material and S is controlled by slow-wave structure design. F is partially

determined by both.

The gain-bandwidth expression (2) in the case of a ruby (linewidth

60 mc) maser immediately leads to the conclusion that even for the

minimum gain of 25 db, the obtainable bandwidth will be inadequate

[taking an electronic gain of 30 db in order to allow for losses, the band-

width would from (2) be 20 mc]. For this reason, the need for broad-
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tionforapproximately20 hours. Refilling could be accomplished without

disturbing maser performance.

VI. SUMMARY

The performance of the masers is given by the following data:

Center frequency:
Effective instantaneous bandwidth:

Effective gain:

Pump frequency:

Pump power:

Magnetic field:

Over-all noise temperature:

Bath temperature:

Liquid helium consumption:

ttelium capacity:

Power output at 1-db gain compression:

4170 mc

25 mc

Approx. 34.5 db (equalized re-

ceiver) 28 db (magnetically

staggered)

30,175 mc
70 mw

Approx. 3300 gauss
3.5°K

4.2°K

Approx. 1 liter/hr
10 liters

--38 dbm.

The effective noise temperature, 3.5°K, of these amplifiers is almost a

factor of 3 less than previously attained. Indeed, it is so low as to closely
approximate the minimum noise temperature of the atmosphere itself.

It therefore appears that the ultimate useful amplifier sensitivity has
been achieved for application in terrestrial receivers.
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APPENDIX /

Formulas for the Calculation of x"

The tensor components of the susceptibility can be calculated from the

following formulas

" - 7rg2_eg(f -- fo)(p-_ -- p-_,) I (--½ [ S_ I - I)I s (12)
xx_ u0h

2 2

3 1 --. _ _rg_ _(f fo)(P-t-- p-i)<-½lZx! - _)(-_lS_l _) (13)
Xx_ _0h g --

etc., where m is the permeability of free space, h is Planck's constant, g

is the spectroscopic splitting factor, B is the Bohr electronic magneton,

p_ is the density of spins in the energy level i, and g(f - fo) is a normalized

line shape function; i.e.,

f g(f - fo) df = 1.

All the units are expressed in mks units. If emu units are used, _0 must

be replaced by 1/47r.
In the case of ruby for operation at 0 = 90 °, the transition probability

between levels -½, -3 contain only S_ and Sy terms with S_ = 0, where

the Z direction is parallel to the dc magnetic field and the X axis is

parallel to the C axis of the ruby. Therefore, the susceptibility tensor for
this case consists only of terms xJ', x_" and x_". The values of the

matrix elements can be computed from the data given by Schulz-Du-

Bois5
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